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5 seconds of all red (red on Bancroft Street and don’t walk for pedestrians). Based on the OMUTCD, adequate 
pedestrian intervals are provided at the intersection. 

The signal heads for eastbound Bancroft Street do not meet the distance requirements of the OMUTCD for 
spacing between the stop bar and the signal heads. Additionally, the OMUTCD states “STOP signs shall not be 
used in conjunction with any traffic control signal operation” (Section 2B.04.10) as it can create driver confusion. 

Related Projects 
Within the surrounding area there are a few projects scheduled that will increase pedestrian and vehicular traffic 
through the studied intersections as listed below: 

1. Proposed multi-use path project to create a bike/pedestrian path on the east side of Richards Road from 
Bancroft Street to Dorr Street. This project will tie the multi-use path into the existing University Trails multi-
use path located on Richards Road. 

2. Proposed sports complex project to create a facility with various sports fields in the northeast quadrant of the 
Dorr Street and Richards Road intersection. 

Crash Data 
A safety analysis was performed to evaluate the crash history at the project intersections. Historic crash data was 
reviewed for a three-year period from January 2017 through December 2019, as provided by ODOT. A summary 
of the crash data and collision types is provided in Table 1. One of the crashes (angle crash in 2019) occurred at 
the Brookside Road intersection; all other crashes happened at the Evergreen Road intersection. 

TTable 1 ––  CCrash Data  
Crash Type 2017 2018 2019 Total 
Rear End 0 1 1 2 
Angle 2 0 1 3 
Total 2 1 2 5 
Source: ODOT 

All five crashes that occurred were property damage only (PDO) crashes and no injuries resulted. Based on the 
crash data provided, both rear end crashes were for eastbound Bancroft Street in advance of the signalized 
crosswalk at Evergreen Road. One crash stated that the rear end was due to the vehicle stopping for the red light 
at the signal. There were no pedestrian crashes at these intersections within the past three years, but it is our 
understanding through conversations with the Village that a number of “near misses” have occurred at both 
intersections. The “near misses” do not show up in the crash data. 

Traffic Data 
The annual average daily traffic (AADT) and peak hour volumes (PHV) were gathered from ODOT’s Transportation 
Information Mapping System (TIMS). The traffic volumes are displayed in Table 2. 

TTable 22 ––  TTraffic Volumes  

Roadway Location 

Existing 
AADT 
(2018) PHV (AM) PHV (PM) 

Bancroft Street West of Brookside Road 6,368 386 640 
Evergreen Road North of Bancroft Street 1,769 121 161 
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TTable 22 ––  TTraffic Volumes  

Roadway Location 

Existing 
AADT 
(2018) PHV (AM) PHV (PM) 

Brookside Road North of Bancroft Street 514 N/A N/A 
Source: ODOT 

Speed Data 
ODOT collected speed data for the roadways within the vicinity of the intersections in 2018 over a 24-hour 
period. Speed data for this segment of Brookside Road was not available. The speed percentages are displayed in 
Table 3. 

TTable 3 ––  SSpeed Data  

Location 
0-15 
mph 

15-20 
mph 

20-25 
mph 

25-30 
mph 

30-35 
mph 

35-40 
mph 

40-45 
mph 

45-50 
mph 

50-55 
mph 

55-60 
mph Total 

Bancroft 
St (West 

of 
Brookside) 

 

Vehicles 260 13 112 1127 2740 1978 914 222 31 5 7402 

% of 
total 

3.5% 0.2% 1.5% 15.2% 37.0% 26.7% 12.4% 3.0% 0.4% 0.1%  

Evergreen 
Rd (North 

of 
Bancroft) 

Vehicles 62 45 375 917 455 96 12 5 0 0 1967 

% of 
total 

3.1% 2.3% 19.1% 46.6% 23.1% 4.9% 0.6% 0.3% 0% 0%  

Source: ODOT 

Based on the results of the speed data, 42.6% of vehicles on Bancroft Street are driving above the posted speed 
limit of 35 mph, and 3.5% of all vehicles are traveling over 10 mph above the posted speed limit. The 85th 
percentile speed on Bancroft Street was 39 mph for this data. 

On Evergreen Road, 75.5% of vehicles are driving above the posted speed limit of 25 mph, and 6% are traveling 
over 10 mph above the posted speed limit. The 85th percentile speed on Evergreen Road was 32 mph for this 
data. 

Field Observations 
Fishbeck visited the site on June 11, 2020, to complete a field inventory and make observations. The two 
intersections were visited in the morning (9:30-10:30 AM), mid-day (12:00-1:00 PM), and evening (4:30-5:30 PM) 
to observe conditions during different vehicular and pedestrian traffic settings. 

The pedestrian pushbuttons at both intersections are operational. Both pushbuttons at each intersection were 
activated multiple times and signal timing changes were observed. John Wenzlick reported the signal timings 
were recently changed so Bancroft Street clearance intervals (yellow and red) begin immediately after the 
pushbutton is activated. Previously, the timings included a buffer time where the clearance intervals were not 
immediately activated. The timings observed in the field match the Village’s recent changes. 


